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Air intake systems play a critical role in 

delivering a good, clean supply of air to your 

engine. Improper filtration systems can lead to 

increased fuel consumption, excessive engine 

damage and unscheduled servicing. 

The robust, compact Air Cleaner Housing + Filter 

Kit is equipped with everything you need to 

protect your vehicle from contaminants that can 

cause damage to your engine. Designed using 

Donaldson proprietary filtration technology, 

the XLC200K delivers high efficiency filtration, 

resulting in superior protection and performance. 

With 3x more effective filtration area than the 

OEM panel filter, PowerCore® 4x4 delivers more 

than 30% lower initial restriction at the same 

airflows, allowing your engine to breathe easy 

while keeping contaminants out. Using ISO5011 

test standard, Donaldson PowerCore® 4x4 filters 

also delivered 99.99% efficiency, compared to 

99.87% efficiency for OEM panel filters resulting 

in significantly more engine protection.

Donaldson PowerCore® 4x4 Air Cleaner Housing 

+ Filter Kit for diesel Toyota LandCruiser 200 

Series engines delivers quality, reliable filtration -  

even in the toughest conditions.
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 PowerCore® 4x4 Filtration Technology



The XLC200K Air Cleaner Housing + Filter Kit for 

Toyota LandCruiser 200 Series incorporates the 

latest in air filtration technology. 

Featuring genuine PowerCore® construction using 

Ultra-Web® media, Donaldson has engineered 

the ultimate air filter housing. The XLC200K offers 

high efficiency filtration in a single, compact unit 

delivering superior protection and performance.  

How it Works

PowerCore® media features a unique corrugated 

design which creates a straight-through air-flow 

path to trap dust in the flutes on the dirty side of 

the air filter. This innovative design pushes air 

through to the adjacent flutes on the clean side; 

delivering clean air to your engine. 

 It’s What’s Inside That Counts

Ultra-Web® fine fibers have sub-micron diameters and small 
inter-fiber spaces, which result in more contaminant being 

captured on the surface of the media, promoting 
lower restriction and long filter life.

Superior Engine Protection
Unique Sealing Technology
Improved Performance

99.99% Efficiency
Compact Design
Easy Installation



        PowerCore® Technology 
Proprietary Ultra-Web® media 
provides higher filtration efficiency 
and comparable dust-holding 
capacity and filter service life.
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        Unique Seal Design 
Proprietary sealing technology creates a durable, 
leak-resistant seal ensuring a reliable, vibration-
resistant interface between the air cleaner and 
the filter.
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        Mounting Brackets 
Heavy-duty construction equipped with replaceable isolators. 
Designed to fit existing mounting location.
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        Rugged Design 
Durable construction provides high mechanical 
strength and heat resistance to withstand high 
temperature/humidity working conditions.
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XLC200K KIT CONTENTS
 Air Cleaner Housing + Filter Kit For LandCruiser 200 Series

Description Qty

PowerCore® 4x4 Air Cleaner Housing 1

PowerCore® 4x4 Air Filter 1

Description Qty

Fastener Kit1 1

Mounting Brackets 2

1Fastener Kit contains everything you require for installation: bolts, washers, restriction indicator and water drain plug.

 

        Easy to Service 
Removable access cover.  
No tools required for filter change.
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        Restriction Indicator
Heavy-duty restriction indicator to 
help achieve maximum filter life.
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        Compatibility 
Compatible with most engine air  
intake system accessories.
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 Designed In Australia



 
PowerCore® 4X 4

Filters are an important part of any effective vehicle servicing practice. 

They need to withstand harsh demands, whether traveling on-road, 

off-road or on rugged terrain. 

At Donaldson, we understand your vehicle is critical to your livelihood. 

As the inventor of the first air filter for heavy-duty engines and with 

a history dating back to 1915, we are the first-fit choice of equipment 

manufacturers around the world. Donaldson Filters are built to the 

highest standard utilising quality materials and are backed by a full 

warranty. Visit donaldson4wd.com.au for more information.

 Filtration Solutions for LandCruiser 200 Series

WARRANTY
WARRANTY

BUILT  TO ENDURE

Donaldson Filters Will Not Void Your Warranty
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Why Choose Donaldson? 

PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE
First-fit choice of leading equipment 
manufacturers around the world.

INNOVATIONINNOVATION
Continuous development of new technologies 
to meet changing filtration needs.

SUPPORTSUPPORT
Knowledgeable technical support specialists 
available when you need them.

RELIABILITYRELIABILITY
Comprehensive warranty covering our 
filters and your equipment.

AVAILABILITYAVAILABILITY
Innovative, reliable distribution partners  
providing local support.

QUALITYQUALITY  
The foundational principle driving the design, 
manufacture and delivery of every product.

 Scan the code to view installation guides  
and read more on PowerCore® technology 


